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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. On April 19, 2021, the Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline Associations 

(“FOTTSA” or the “Appellant”) was granted leave to appeal in its entirety the above 

referred to Permit to take Water (“Permit” or “PTTW”) by the Environmental Review 

Tribunal (“ERT”) (now Ontario Land Tribunal – “OLT” or “Tribunal”). The PTTW had 

been issued in mid-January 2021 by the Director, Ministry of the Environment, 

Conservation and Parks (“Director” or “MECP”) to CRH Canada Group Inc. (“CRH” or 

the “Instrument Holder”).  

 

2. On or about April 29, 2021, the Appellant served on the Parties and filed with the 

ERT a Notice of Appeal in the above matter.  

 

3. On or about July 2, 2021, the OLT sent a Notice of Case Management in 

connection with the Appeal to the parties. The Notice indicated, among other things, that 

the Tribunal may direct parties to participate in a case management conference conducted 

by a Member of the Tribunal, which can include settlement conferences, motions, or 

preliminary hearing matters, to “determine the issues raised by the appeal”. The Notice 

also designated August 3, 2021, as the date for the first Case Management Conference in 

connection with the within appeal. 

 

4. On July 23, 2021, the Appellant served on the parties and filed with the OLT an 

Issues List for the August 3rd Case Management Conference (“FOTTSA Issues List”). 

 

5. On or about July 26-27, 2021, the Appellant was advised by counsel for the 

Director of its client’s objections to some of the issues contained in the FOTTSA Issues 

List.  

 

6. On August 3, 2021, the Appellant Tiny Township, through its counsel, advised all 

parties and the OLT at the Case Management Conference that the Township was satisfied 

with the issues put forward by FOTTSA. 

 

7. On August 3, 2021, also at the Case Management Conference, MECP counsel 

repeated her client’s concerns, the essence of which amount to the suggestion that several 

matters identified in the Issues List are more properly addressed under an Environmental 

Compliance Approval (“ECA”) issued under the authority of s. 53 of the Ontario Water 

Resources Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. O.40 (“OWRA”), not a PTTW issued under the authority 

of s. 34.1 of the OWRA. FOTTSA disagreed with this view. 

 

8. At the direction of the Tribunal, counsel for the parties engaged in subsequent 

discussion to resolve differences on the Issues List on August 3rd and the period 

following. While some progress was made, not all matters were resolved. 
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9. On August 20, 2021, MECP filed its submissions on why the FOTTSA Issues List 

should be modified (and included MECP’s proposed Issues List by noting what it 

proposed be changed or removed from FOTTSA’s Issues List). On August 27, 2021, 

CRH counsel filed submissions in support of the MECP position. 

 

10. The submissions that follow set out the position of FOTTSA on why the Issues 

List annexed herein as Attachment “A”, dated September 3, 2021 (and slightly modified 

from the List filed on July 23, 2021), should be adopted by the Tribunal as the Issues List 

for the within PTTW appeal.   

 

11. The within submissions: (1) address general background matters that set out the 

context of, and are pertinent to, the position taken by FOTTSA on the content of the 

Issues List; (2) address the specific concerns of MECP and CRH and their proposed 

changes with respect to each of the issues contained in the FOTTSA Issues List that 

remain in dispute; (3) provide brief conclusions; and (4) request an Order from the 

Tribunal adopting the FOTTSA Issues List  (Attachment “A”) for the within appeal. 

II. GENERAL BACKGROUND  

A. Leave to Appeal vs. Appeal as of Right 

 

12. FOTTSA observes at the outset that the within appeal is different from an appeal 

as of right available to instrument holders under the OWRA or the Environmental 

Protection Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.19 (“EPA”). In a circumstance where there is an appeal 

as of right, no hearing precedes the notice of appeal and there is no decision with reasons 

that has considered the evidence that precedes the content of a notice of appeal, even in a 

preliminary way.  

 

13. In contrast, the decision rendered by the Leave Panel in the case at bar can assist 

in understanding why certain issues have been raised in a notice of appeal (and 

subsequent issues list) and how they were treated by a leave panel. They can also assist 

the Tribunal hearing the appeal on the merits to determine what is within the authority of 

the Tribunal to address.1 Moreover, ERT jurisprudence is clear that the Tribunal’s 

jurisdiction in an appeal where leave has been granted under the EBR is determined by 

the parameters of the Leave Decision, and the subject matter of the appeal.2 Accordingly, 

the recent decision in Darling International, cited by CRH, is not a precedent for how 

determinations on the content of an issues list, including what is within the authority of 

 
1 See, e.g., MECP Submissions on Issues List, August 20, 2021, [“MECP Submissions”] attaching 

Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 

C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at paras 92-96. In Brant, the panel hearing and deciding the appeal on the merits had due 

regard to, and adopted the findings of, the panel granting leave in that case regarding the appeal scope. 
2 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 attaching Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and 

Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at para 18 (and further cases cited therein). 
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the Tribunal to address, should be made because in that case the notice of appeal was not 

preceded by a leave panel decision.3 

 

14. Arising from the foregoing, FOTTSA submits that its Issues List derives from: (1) 

the Leave Decision (except the catch basin issue, the inclusion of which is explained 

below); and (2) its Notice of Appeal, which is itself based on the Leave Decision, 

including that decision’s granting of leave to appeal the PTTW in its entirety.  

B. Steps in the Case at Bar 

1. Leave to Appeal Decision did not Result in MECP Request for Reconsideration 

 

15. Between mid-January and early March 2021, there was a leave to appeal hearing 

under the Environmental Bill of Rights, S.O. 1993, c. 28, ss. 38-48 (“EBR”) (an in-writing 

exchange of FOTTSA leave application evidence and submissions, MECP and CRH 

responses, and FOTTSA reply). In the leave to appeal hearing all FOTTSA’s arguments 

about why the PTTW is deficient on water quality issues4 and all the MECP and CRH 

arguments about why water quality is not relevant to the issues surrounding the PTTW5 

were heard and decided by the Leave Panel and a decision was rendered in FOTTSA’s 

favour, including granting FOTTSA leave to appeal the issuance of the PTTW in its 

entirety.6 

 

16. FOTTSA observes generally that it is neither unusual for an EBR leave 

application to raise water quality concerns regarding the issuance of a PTTW, nor 

unusual for a leave panel to grant leave to appeal in connection therewith.7   

 

 

 
3 CRH Submissions on Issues List, August 27, 2021 [“CRH Submissions”], attaching Darling International 

Canada Inc. v. Ontario (Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks), Case No. 20-033 (July 16, 

2021) at para 1. 
4 Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline Associations v. Ontario (Ministry of the Environment, 

Conservation and Parks), [2021] O.E.R.T.D. No. 13 [“Leave Decision] at para 22: “FOTTSA submits that 

its hydrogeologist, Wilf Ruland, for several years has studied the impacts of water taking at the subject 

property on groundwater and local well water quality and quantity, and has determined that the Permit will 

have adverse impacts.”. 
5 Ibid. at para 24: “[The Director] submits that water quality…is not a factor when considering proposed 

water takings and was not relevant to the review of the Instrument Holder’s application.” 
6 Ibid. at para 72: “…Given the uniqueness of the water resources in the general area of the subject 

property, the history of silt infiltration and flooding of neighbouring domestic wells, and the opposing 

opinions regarding the effectiveness of the Permit’s conditions in addressing these issues, the Tribunal 

finds that it appears that the Director’s decision to issue the Permit could result in significant harm to the 

environment;” and para 74: “The Tribunal grants leave to appeal the Director’s decision in its entirety to 

FOTTSA and the Township.”  
7 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 1: Citizens Against Melrose Quarry v. Ontario (Ministry of the 

Environment) [2014] O.E.R.T.D. No. 57 at paras 133: “…the Applicant has met the onus of showing that it 

appears that significant environmental harm could result to the quantity and quality of water as a result of 

the 2014 PTTW”; and 138: “The Tribunal grants leave to appeal the 2014 PTTW, in its entirety.” 
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17. In the case at bar, neither MECP nor CRH requested a reconsideration of the 

Leave Panel decision as they would have been entitled to do under the ERT Rules, which 

were in force until the end of May 2021.8 

2. Notice of Appeal did not Result in MECP Contesting its Validity 

 

18. FOTTSA served and filed its Notice of Appeal in late April 2021.9 

 

19. The Notice of Appeal, except for catch basin issues discussed below, contains all 

the elements that are reflected in the FOTTSA Issues List filed on July 23, 2021. Neither 

MECP nor CRH have objected to the validity of the Notice of Appeal at any time. 

3. Settlement Conditions Concerning Removal of Automatic Stay on Interim Basis 

and Pending Disposition of Appeal Were Supported by MECP and CRH 

 

20. The Notice of Appeal was followed by not one but two settlements on what would 

otherwise have been CRH motions to remove the s. 42 EBR automatic stay, on an interim 

basis,10 and then pending the disposition of the FOTTSA appeal.11 In both instances, the 

stay was removed by Tribunal orders which specifically included in the PTTW some of 

the very conditions MECP and CRH now argue cannot be issues on the appeal.12 

 

21. Furthermore, not only did MECP/CRH not object to the inclusion of these 

conditions in the two orders at the time they were made, but the ERT order issued in May 

2021 indicates MECP/CRH specifically consented to, and agreed with, the inclusion of 

the conditions in the PTTW.13 The August 2021 OLT order is to similar effect.14   

4. Summary 

 

22. While MECP did not request reconsideration under the ERT Rules after the Leave 

Decision was made, the effect of the MECP/CRH position on the FOTTSA Issues List at 
 

8 Environmental Review Tribunal, Rules of Practice and Practice Directions (2016), Rules 235-243 

(Review of Orders and Decisions – Reconsideration). The MECP has availed itself of this option in the 

recent past. See FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 2: Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Ministry of 

the Environment and Climate Change), [2016] O.E.R.T.D. No. 26 at para 1. 
9 FOTTSA, Notice of Appeal, dated April 22, 2021 (but served on the Parties on or about April 27, 2021). 
10 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 3: Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline Associations v. Ontario 

(Environment, Conservation and Parks), [2021] O.E.R.T.D. No. 16 (ERT) [“ERT Order”]. 
11 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 4: Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline Associations v. Ontario 

(Environment, Conservation and Parks), 2021 CanLii 72213 (OLT) [“OLT Order”].  
12 ERT Order, supra note 10 at para 9 (referring, e.g., to catch basin and sump pond); and OLT Order, 

supra note 11 at para 6 (referring to sump pond: (1) catch basin / water levels; (2) berm inspection; and (3) 

water quality monitoring).  
13 ERT Order, supra note 10 at para 9 (noting that the Instrument Holder, the Director, and FOTTSA came 

to an agreement on consent regarding the interim lifting of the automatic stay, subject to specific 

conditions, which were agreed to by the Instrument Holder, the Director, and FOTTSA). 
14 OLT Order, supra note 11 at paras 6 (“…the Parties informed the Tribunal that they had reached a 

proposed settlement of the motion for the removal of the automatic stay, subject to the [conditions set out in 

the order]”), 10 (“based on the submissions before it and the consent of the Parties, the Tribunal grants the 

request for the lifting of the automatic stay subject to conditions, as requested”). 
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this stage effectively amounts to re-litigating the Leave Decision and thereby 

undermining the access to justice and public participation goals of the EBR.15 Were 

MECP/CRH to succeed in splitting our Issues List this would substantially prejudice 

FOTTSA by forcing it into pursuing a second leave to appeal application and appeal 

hearing for an ECA in respect of the same activities covered by the PTTW.  

23. The effect of the MECP/CRH position would eviscerate the FOTTSA Notice of 

Appeal in defiance of the decision of the Leave Panel to grant leave to FOTTSA to 

appeal the PTTW in its entirety. The MECP/CRH position should be squarely rejected. 

24. Accordingly, the Darling International case, relied upon by CRH, where material 

changes were made to an appellant’s issues list, but without the intervening decisions and 

orders that have taken place in the case at bar, is not a precedent for what should occur in 

the FOTTSA PTTW appeal. 

III. SPECIFIC CONCERNS 

 

25. On August 20, 2021, MECP served on the parties and filed with the Tribunal its 

proposed Issues List. On August 27, 2021, CRH confirmed its support for the MECP 

Issues List.16 Table 1, below, compares the July 23, 2021 FOTTSA Issues List, with the 

August 20, 2021 MECP proposed Issues List.17 Table 1 shows that MECP proposed no 

changes to FOTTSA Issues 1 and 8. FOTTSA has agreed to modify its Issues 4 and 5 to 

meet MECP’s concerns (See Attachment “A”). The parties continue to disagree on Issues 

2-3, 6-7. FOTTSA addresses the specifics of this dispute below. 

 

 

 

 
15 EBR, ss. 2(1)(c) (purposes of the Act include protecting the right to a healthful environment by the means 

provided in the Act), (3)(a)(b) (in order to fulfil the purposes of the Act the Act provides the means by 

which residents of Ontario may participate in the making of environmentally significant decisions by the 

Government of Ontario and increase the government’s accountability for its environmental decision-

making). See also FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 2: Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Ministry 

of the Environment and Climate Change), [2016] O.E.R.T.D. No. 26 at para 175: “As noted by CCOB, 

EBR applications are often initiated by individuals and citizen groups with limited resources. Adding 

unnecessary steps to the process is time consuming and expensive, without any obvious benefit to the 

environmental protection and public participation purposes of the legislation. The Tribunal agrees with the 

County and CCOB that granting reviews in situations like this, where the moving party wishes to have a 

new panel substitute its views for that of the Leave Panel, would detract from the access to justice and 

public participation goals of the Rules and the EBR.” 
16 CRH Submissions, supra note 3 at para 3. 
17 In the MECP Submissions, the MECP proposed Issues List italicized what MECP wanted 

removed/changed from the FOTTSA/Township Issues List. See MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 

5, 7-14. In the CRH Submissions, supra note 3, CRH modified the format but confirmed its support for the 

MECP Issues List. To provide a clearer comparison, the left-hand column of Table 1 repeats the 

FOTTSA/Township Issues List. The right-hand column of Table 1 deletes the italicized portions of what 

MECP stated it wanted removed/changed from the FOTTSA/Township Issues List for Issues 2-7 and 

substitutes the CRH format. For Issues 4 and 5, the changes reflect agreement between all parties as to what 

was to be removed for those two issues. 
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TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF ISSUES LISTS – CASE NO. 21-030 
FOTTSA/TOWNSHIP Issues List July 23, 2021  MECP/CRH Issues List Aug. 20/27, 2021 

1. Whether the Instrument Holder’s descriptions of 

the local geology and hydrogeology at, and in the 

vicinity of, the Teedon Pit site are accurate, given 

the complexity of the local geology and 

hydrogeology? 

1. Whether the Instrument Holder’s descriptions of 

the local geology and hydrogeology at, and in the 

vicinity of, the Teedon Pit site are accurate, given 

the complexity of the local geology and 

hydrogeology? 

 

2. Whether aggregate washing at the Teedon Pit site 

has the potential to adversely impact the water 

quality / water quantity of domestic wells of local 

residents? 

2. Whether water taking at the Teedon Pit site has 

the potential to adversely impact the water quality / 

water quantity of domestic wells of local residents? 

 

3.Whether the deeper down-gradient groundwater 

resources at, and in the vicinity of the Teedon Pit 

site, are:  

(a)   properly characterized as “pristine”; and  

(b) subject to potential adverse impacts from 

aggregate washing at the Teedon Pit site? 

3.Whether the deeper down-gradient groundwater 

resources at, and in the vicinity of the Teedon Pit 

site, are subject to potential adverse impacts from 

water taking at the Teedon Pit site? 

 

4. Whether the Complaint Response Plan and PTTW 

Conditions 4.5 and 5.1 are adequate in light of the 

history of residents’ complaints of off-site impacts, 

and Instrument Holders’ and MECP responses to 

such complaints? 

4. Whether the Complaint Response Plan and 

PTTW Conditions 4.5 and 5.1 are adequate?  

 

5. Whether the PTTW conditions are adequate to 

ensure compliance with statutory and regulatory 

obligations to protect water quality and water 

quantity during site operations in light of past 

experience at the site? 

5. Whether the PTTW conditions are adequate to 

ensure compliance with statutory and regulatory 

obligations to protect water quality and water 

quantity during site operations? 

 

6. Whether the PTTW conditions:  

(a) are based on adequate hydrogeological site 

investigations and monitoring, including baseline 

testing, information respecting the existence and 

effects of the sump pond catch basin, water balance 

information for the sump pond, and existing water 

quality monitoring data; 

(b) contain adequate requirements for  

(i)  conducting groundwater quality monitoring; and  

(ii) reporting on the results thereof;  

(c) contain adequate requirements for the installation 

of new water quality monitoring wells, and 

improvements to site water quality and water level 

monitoring, and reporting with respect thereto?  

6. Whether the PTTW conditions are based on 

adequate hydrogeological site investigations and 

monitoring, including baseline testing, water 

balance information for the sump pond, and 

existing water quality monitoring data? 

7. Whether the PTTW should contain conditions to 

eliminate the potential for off-site water quality 

impacts by requiring: 

(a)  installation of impermeable liners for the site’s 

sedimentation ponds and sump pond; and  

(b)  maintenance of sump pond water levels well 

below the elevation of the catch basin? 

 

8. Whether the PTTW conditions should scale back 

the: 

(a)  annual amount of the water taking; and  

(b)  duration of the PTTW? 

8. Whether the PTTW conditions should scale back 

the: 

(a)  annual amount of the water taking; and  

(b)  duration of the PTTW? 
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A. Issue # 2: Aggregate Washing vs. Water Taking 

 

26. The position of the MECP is that Issue # 2 (as well as Issue # 3(b)) is outside the 

subject matter of the hearing and the OLT’s jurisdiction because the PTTW regulates the 

taking of water, while aggregate washing is regulated by an ECA.18 

 

27. FOTTSA submits that the MECP assertions are wrong as a matter of statute law, 

caselaw, and the facts of this case. First, PTTWs are authorized by statute to address 

water quality concerns. Section 34.1(9)(d) of the OWRA states that the Director may 

include terms and conditions in a permit “governing the return, after use, of water taken 

under the permit.”19 In addition, s. 34.1(10) states that “without limiting the generality of 

[s. 34.1(9)(d)], a term or condition governing the return of water may, (a) govern the 

manner in which water may be returned, the quantity of water that must be returned and 

the quality of water that may be returned…” [emphasis added].20 Nor does the statute law 

limit the Tribunal to what the Director thinks is appropriate. Section 100(10) of the 

OWRA allows the Tribunal to substitute its opinion for that of the Director,21 which 

authority has been recognized and upheld in the jurisprudence of the ERT.22 

 

28. Second, ERT caselaw makes it clear that PTTWs have been required to address 

water quality concerns when, for whatever reasons, MECP has not included such 

requirements in permits.23  

 

29. Third, ERT caselaw also has held that the Tribunal’s jurisdiction in an appeal 

where leave has been granted under the EBR is determined by the parameters of the 

Leave Decision, and the subject matter of the appeal.24 In the case at bar, leave to appeal 

was argued before the Leave Panel on the basis that aggregate washing/water taking was 

causing off-site problems of siltation and flooding of local domestic drinking water wells 

in violation of the OWRA, the Water Taking and Transfer Regulation, O. Reg. 387/04, 

and in a manner inconsistent with the MECP PTTW Manual.25 Indeed, “aggregate 

washing” is mentioned at least 14 times in the Leave Decision as a concern raised by 

 
18 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 5, 8, 19, 33, 35, 46. 
19 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 34.1(9)(d); and O. Reg. 387/04, s. 4(2)3.1.  
20 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 34.1(10). 
21 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 100(10): “Subject to sections 86, 101 and 102.1, a hearing by the 

Tribunal under this section shall be a new hearing and the Tribunal may confirm, alter or revoke the action 

of the Director that is the subject-matter of the hearing and may by order direct the Director to take such 

action as the Tribunal considers the Director should take in accordance with this Act and the regulations, 

and, for such purposes, the Tribunal may substitute its opinion for that of the Director.” 
22 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 attaching Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and 

Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at paras 14-16. 
23 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 1: Citizens Against Melrose Quarry v. Ontario (Ministry of the 

Environment) [2014] O.E.R.T.D. No. 57 at paras 133: “…the Applicant has met the onus of showing that it 

appears that significant environmental harm could result to the quantity and quality of water as a result of 

the 2014 PTTW”; and 138: “The Tribunal grants leave to appeal the 2014 PTTW, in its entirety.” 
24 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 attaching Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and 

Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at para 18 (and further cases cited therein). 
25 Leave Decision, supra note 4 at paras 41, 63, 71. 
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FOTTSA and responded to by the MECP.26 But there is not a single instance in the Leave 

Decision where the MECP is reported as raising an argument that aggregate washing is 

regulated by an ECA (under s. 53 of the OWRA) and outside the jurisdiction of a PTTW 

(under s. 34.1 of the OWRA). The closest MECP comes to making such an argument is 

when the Leave Decision states: 
 

“[The Director] submits that water quality…is not a factor when considering proposed water 

takings and was not relevant to the review of the Instrument Holder’s application”.27 

 

30. However, this MECP argument is emphatically rejected in the Leave Decision:  

 
“Given the uniqueness of the water resources in the general area of the subject property, the 

history of silt infiltration and flooding of neighbouring domestic wells, and the opposing opinions 

regarding the effectiveness of the Permit’s conditions in addressing these issues, the Tribunal finds 

that it appears that the Director’s decision to issue the Permit could result in significant harm to 

the environment”.28 

 

31. The main arguments made by the MECP that are reported in the Leave Decision 

are summarized by the Leave Panel as simply MECP denying there were any adverse 

effects being caused by aggregate washing/water taking in this case,29 which the Leave 

Panel did not accept in granting FOTTSA leave to appeal the PTTW in its entirety. 

 

32. In this case, water taking (including return water) is done to facilitate aggregate 

washing. The two are inextricably linked; a linkage recognized, and certainly caught, by 

the statutory language of the OWRA. Accordingly, FOTTSA submits that its wording for 

Issue # 2 (and 3(b)) is preferable to that of MECP’s because FOTTSA’s conveys more 

accurately how water taking at the Teedon Pit may be adversely impacting water quality; 

namely, through the aggregate washing process triggered by water taking/return water 

processes at the site. These are matters for which a PTTW is entirely appropriate to 

address as a matter of statute and well within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to adjudicate 

upon on appeal. 

B. Issue # 3: Pristine Quality of Local Groundwater Resources 

 

33. The position of MECP/CRH on Issue # 3(a) is that whether area groundwater is 

“pristine” is not a relevant issue for the purposes of the PTTW appeal.30 

 

34. FOTTSA does not agree. First, the quality of groundwater resources, which may 

be impacted by a water taking / return water release, is entirely relevant to a PTTW 

because it may point to the type of conditions that are necessary to include in the 

instrument to maintain or enhance that quality. That was the entire burden of the evidence 

 
26 Ibid. at paras 22, 27, 30, 41, 44, 63, 67, 69. 
27 Ibid. at para 24. 
28 Ibid. at para 72. 
29 Ibid. at paras 22, 67, 69. 
30 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 7, 40-41; CRH Submissions, supra note 3 at para 6(b).  
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of FOTTSA’s groundwater expert in his reports filed with the Leave Panel as part of the 

application for leave to appeal the issuance of the PTTW.31  

 

35. Second, the Leave Panel refers to the pristine issue no less than three times in the 

Leave Decision, including noting that:  

 
“In the present case, given the alleged pristine quality of groundwater in the general area and the 

scientific and educational interest expressed in it, the differing scientific opinions regarding water 

consumption at the subject property, and the terms and conditions in the Permit, the Tribunal finds 

that precautionary water conservation and protection measures have not been applied and the 

effects of the Director’s decision on current and future generations have not been considered in a 

manner that is consistent with the principles of sustainable development. Based on the evidence 

and submissions before it, the Tribunal finds that it appears that there is good reason to believe 

that no reasonable person, having regard to the MECP’s SEV on sustainable development 

principles, could have made the decision to issue the Permit”.32  

 

36. Third, the Leave Decision also found that “given the uniqueness of the water 

resources in the general area of the subject property, the history of silt infiltration and 

flooding of neighbouring domestic wells, and the terms and conditions in the Permit, it 

appears that there is a threat of serious environmental impacts from water takings under 

the Permit”.33 In the submission of FOTTSA, this paragraph of the Leave Decision is 

speaking to the “pristine” quality of the water in the area because not all water is 

“pristine” and, therefore, is “unique” in that regard. 

 

37. Fourth, the FOTTSA Notice of Appeal states that: “Landowners in the vicinity of 

the site are not serviced by a municipal drinking water system. As a result, they are 

dependent on good quality water coming from their own wells for drinking water, and 

other domestic uses and purposes”.34 The reference to good quality water coming from 

their wells is a recognition that failure to protect the groundwater regime’s current good 

quality water will inevitably result in failure to protect the water in domestic wells. 

 

38. Fifth, FOTTSA Issue # 3 is crafted as a question, not a declaratory statement, 

respecting whether the deeper down-gradient groundwater resources at, and in the 

vicinity of the Teedon Pit site, are properly characterized as “pristine”. On the answer to 

that question turns the issue of whether the PTTW conditions are sufficiently robust in 

protecting groundwater resources so characterized or should be improved. The question 

has come up in the criminal law context in respect of the OWRA, the same statute under 

which the PTTW was issued in the appeal before the OLT. In Falconbridge, a case 

involving contamination of surface water, the District Court on appeal noted that the 

general prohibition provision of the statute, which prohibits discharges that may impair 

water quality, applies whether the water is in a pristine condition, or has already suffered 

from the effects of any discharge impairing its quality. The court’s observation might be 

viewed as providing limited support for the MECP position in the case at bar. However, 

the Falconbridge judgment goes on to state the observation of the trial judgment in that 

 
31 Leave Decision, supra note 4 at paras 22, 27, 63 and 71. 
32 Ibid. at para 46. See also paras 42 and 71. 
33 Ibid. at para 28. 
34 FOTTSA Notice of Appeal, supra note 9 at para 3. 
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case that more time would be necessary to bring back the body of water in question “to 

its pristine state” due to the pollutant loading it was receiving from the mining operation 

in that case.35 In the respectful submission of FOTTSA that is the same problem in the 

case at bar, if not more so. FOTTSA makes this submission for two reasons. First, in the 

case at bar we are primarily concerned with groundwater, which if it were to be 

contaminated, is generally more difficult to restore than surface water. Second, the 

evidence set out in the Leave Decision raises the question of whether groundwater, if it is 

“unique” / “pristine” in this area, deserves an extra measure of protection through more 

robust conditions to retain that quality for future generations. In the submission of 

FOTTSA that surely merits being examined as part of the issues for this PTTW appeal. 

 

39. Accordingly, FOTTSA submits that its wording for Issue # 3(a) is preferable in 

the circumstances and should be retained.  

C. Issue # 6: Catch Basin and Groundwater Quality Monitoring and Reporting 

1.   Catch Basin 

 

40. The position of the MECP on Issue # 6(a) is that having reviewed the Appellants’ 

submissions on the application for leave to appeal, the Leave Decision, and the 

Appellants’ Notices of Appeal, the catch basin issue was not raised outside of FOTTSA’s 

negotiations with CRH over lifting the stay.36 
 

41. The MECP is correct when it states that catch basin issues were not raised outside 

of FOTTSA’s negotiations with CRH over lifting the stay. However, that is not the whole 

story. First, catch basin issues were incorporated into the ERT order as conditions to 

lifting the stay on an interim basis. MECP did not oppose this order. In fact, MECP 

consented to, and agreed with, the conditions, as found by the ERT.37 Catch basin issues 

were also incorporated into the OLT order as conditions to lifting the stay pending 

disposition of the appeal. The MECP did not oppose, but supported, this second order.38 

In short, in both instances, the stay was removed by Tribunal orders which specifically 

included in the PTTW the very conditions MECP consented to but now argues cannot be 

issues in the PTTW appeal. 

 

42. Second, if catch basin issues were not relevant to, or were outside the 

jurisdictional scope of, a PTTW, it is unlikely that the Panel considering removing the 
 

35 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 5: R. v. Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. (1983), 7 C.C.C. (3d) 68 at 

75, (District Court of Sudbury), 1983 CanLii 3610 (ONSC).   
36 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 11-12, 43-45. 
37 ERT Order, supra note 10 at para 9 (referring, e.g., to catch basin and sump pond and finding that the 

Instrument Holder, the Director, and FOTTSA came to an agreement on consent regarding the interim 

lifting of the automatic stay, subject to specific conditions, which were agreed to by the Instrument Holder, 

the Director, and FOTTSA). 
38 OLT Order, supra note 11 at paras 6 (referring to sump pond: (1) catch basin / water levels; (2) berm 

inspection; and (3) water quality monitoring) (“…the Parties informed the Tribunal that they had reached a 

proposed settlement of the motion for the removal of the automatic stay, subject to the [conditions set out in 

the order]”), 10 (“based on the submissions before it and the consent of the Parties, the Tribunal grants the 

request for the lifting of the automatic stay subject to conditions, as requested”). 
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stay would have twice acceded to adding such conditions to the PTTW (first on an 

interim basis and a second time pending disposition of the appeal), even with the 

agreement of all parties. In this regard, FOTTSA submits that the Panel considering 

removing the stay was at all times guided by the four corners of the applicable legislation 

(i.e., in this case the OWRA and regulations). 

 

43. Third, the reason the above orders included reference to the catch basin is because 

the catch basin represents a previously undisclosed (in the CRH supporting 

documentation for the PTTW) and unmonitored pathway for water to drain from the 

sump pond. A catch basin governs the return of water from the aggregate washing 

operation because the water returning is a surface water release from the sump pond, 

which happens mainly through the catch basin. In short, it is a return water quality issue 

under s. 34.1(9)(d) and (10) of the OWRA. To the extent that the sump pond water quality 

is impacted by the aggregate washing operation, which operation is the whole purpose of 

the water taking, the catch basin represents a pathway for such impacted water to travel 

rapidly from the site to the vicinity of homes with wells along/near Highway 93.  

 

44. Fourth, while MECP refers to s. 101(2) of the OWRA as authority for the 

proposition that, except with leave, an applicant for a hearing is not entitled to rely on a 

ground of appeal that is not stated in the applicant’s notice requiring the hearing, MECP 

fails to refer to s. 101(3) of the OWRA. This latter subsection authorizes the Tribunal to 

grant the leave referred to in subsection (2) where the Tribunal is of the opinion that to do 

so is proper in the circumstances. FOTTSA submits it is proper in the circumstances for 

two reasons. First, the catch basin was an undisclosed return water quality issue that, had 

it been referred to in the CRH supporting material for the PTTW application, would have 

been addressed by FOTTSA in its leave to appeal application and subsequent notice of 

appeal. Second, because the catch basin issue is otherwise relevant to the water quality 

aspects associated with the issuance of the PTTW, as recognized in the ERT/OLT orders 

twice lifting the stay and including conditions related to the catch basin, it is also relevant 

and applicable to the appeal.   

 

45. For the foregoing reasons, FOTTSA requests leave of the Tribunal to include 

Issue # 6(a) (and Issue # 7(b), below), in the Issues List for the PTTW appeal as reflected 

in Attachment “A” herein. 

2.   Groundwater Quality Monitoring and Reporting 

 

46. The position of MECP on Issue # 6(b) and (c) is that groundwater quality 

monitoring and reporting should be dealt with in an ECA.39  

 

47. FOTTSA disagrees. First, s. 34.1(9)(e) of the OWRA allows a director to impose 

terms and conditions under a permit governing the monitoring and reporting of: (1) the 

use of water taken under a permit; and (2) the effects of water takings under the permit 

including their effects on water quality.40   

 
39 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at para 13. 
40 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 34.1(9)(e).   
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48. Second, ERT caselaw makes it clear that groundwater quality impacts and 

monitoring are relevant to a PTTW.41 

 

49. Third, the Leave Panel in the case at bar, having heard evidence and submissions 

from FOTTSA regarding the failure of the PTTW with respect to water quality impacts 

and the need for water quality monitoring,42 granted FOTTSA leave to appeal the PTTW 

in its entirety. 

 

50. Accordingly, FOTTSA submits that its wording for Issue # 6 is preferable in the 

circumstances and should be retained.  

D. Issue # 7: Impermeable Liners and Catch Basin 

1.   Impermeable Liners 

 

51. The position of MECP on Issue # 7(a) is that impermeable liners are entirely 

outside the scope of a PTTW and are wholly within the sewage works jurisdiction of an 

ECA. As a result, MECP would completely remove liners from the Issues List and the 

PTTW appeal.43  

 

52. FOTTSA submits that the MECP interpretation ignores a plain reading of the 

OWRA, applicable jurisprudence, the Leave Decision, and the facts of this case. 

Moreover, removing Issue # 7(a) from the Issues List would be an unwarranted 

interference with, and would undermine public confidence in, both the leave to appeal 

process under the EBR, and the appeal process under the OWRA by turning the Issues List 

into a second leave to appeal procedure.   

 

53. First, as noted above, Section 34.1(9)(d) of the OWRA states that the Director may 

include terms and conditions in a permit “governing the return, after use, of water taken 

under the permit.”44 In addition, s. 34.1(10) states that “without limiting the generality of 

[s. 34.1(9)(d)], a term or condition governing the return of water may, (a) govern the 

manner in which water may be returned, the quantity of water that must be returned and 

the quality of water that may be returned…” [emphasis added].45 Furthermore, s. 100(10) 

 
41 FOTTSA Book of Authorities, Tab 1: Citizens Against Melrose Quarry v. Ontario (Ministry of the 

Environment) [2014] O.E.R.T.D. No. 57 at paras 133: “…the Applicant has met the onus of showing that it 

appears that significant environmental harm could result to the quantity and quality of water as a result of 

the 2014 PTTW”; and 138: “The Tribunal grants leave to appeal the 2014 PTTW, in its entirety.” See also 

ibid. at paras 50 (MECP director noting 2014 PTTW requiring surface water quality monitoring), and 52 

(MECP director noting that 2014 PTTW requiring water quality monitoring of participating private wells). 
42 Leave Decision, supra note 4 at paras 22: “FOTTSA also submits that the Permit fails to apply the 

precautionary principle by neglecting to address water quality issues as required in the MECP’s water 

taking regulations and failing to require water quality monitoring”; and 29: “The Tribunal finds that it 

appears that there is good reason to believe that no reasonable person, having regard to the MECP’s SEV 

on the precautionary principle, could have made the decision to issue the Permit”. 
43 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 14-15. 
44 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 34.1(9)(d); and O. Reg. 387/04, s. 4(2)3.1.  
45 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 34.1(10). 
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of the OWRA allows the Tribunal to substitute its opinion for that of the Director,46 which 

authority has been recognized and upheld in the jurisprudence of the ERT.47 

 

54. Second, a liner governs the return of water. One of the modes of return from the 

aggregate washing operation is leakage into the groundwater system (which a liner is 

intended to address). Accordingly, ss. 34.1(9)(d) and (10) of the OWRA are wholly 

appropriate authorities to apply to an impermeable liner as a means of governing the post-

use return of water taken under a permit. 

 

55. Third, ERT caselaw has held that the Tribunal’s jurisdiction in an appeal where 

leave has been granted under the EBR is determined by the parameters of the Leave 

Decision, and the subject matter of the appeal.48 

 

56. Fourth, leave to appeal was argued on the basis that the lack of liners was causing 

off-site siltation problems to groundwater and local domestic wells. Arguments both pro 

and con this position were considered by the Leave Panel and mentioned in the Leave 

Decision at least eight times.49  

 

57. Fifth, having considered the evidence and arguments on this issue the Leave Panel 

granted FOTTSA leave to appeal the PTTW in its entirety.50 Nowhere did the Leave 

Decision suggest that pond liners were beyond the jurisdictional scope of its ruling for the 

purposes of the appeal: 

 
“Given the uniqueness of the water resources in the general area of the subject property, the 

history of silt infiltration and flooding of neighbouring domestic wells, and the opposing opinions 

regarding the effectiveness of the Permit’s conditions in addressing these issues, the Tribunal finds 

that it appears that the Director’s decision to issue the Permit could result in significant harm to 

the environment”.51 

 

58. Sixth, the FOTTSA Notice of Appeal was explicit about considering impermeable 

liners,52 and the Issues List builds on that foundation. 

 

59. Seventh, there is no ECA for this site notwithstanding the fact that the site has 

been in operation since 2009. Perhaps, MECP has a good explanation for why this 

aggregate operation has been able to operate for so long without an ECA. However, 

reliance on a non-existent ECA, or one belatedly in progress, does not preclude the liner 

 
46 Ibid. at Schedule “A”, OWRA, s. 100(10): “Subject to sections 86, 101 and 102.1, a hearing by the 

Tribunal under this section shall be a new hearing and the Tribunal may confirm, alter or revoke the action 

of the Director that is the subject-matter of the hearing and may by order direct the Director to take such 

action as the Tribunal considers the Director should take in accordance with this Act and the regulations, 

and, for such purposes, the Tribunal may substitute its opinion for that of the Director.” 
47 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 attaching Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and 

Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at paras 14-16. 
48 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 attaching Concerned Citizens of Brant v. Ontario (Environment and 

Climate Change), 2017 CarswellOnt 5213, 8 C.E.L.R. (4th) 314 at para 18 (and further cases cited therein). 
49 Leave Decision, supra note 4 at paras 22, 35, 62-63, 65, 67, 70. 
50 Ibid. at para 74. 
51 Ibid. at para 72. 
52 FOTTSA Notice of Appeal, supra note 9 at paras 9, 15, 17.  
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issue from being dealt with under the PTTW since the problem the liner is intended to 

address originates with the water taking / return water quality issue, which can be dealt 

with under s. 34.1(9)(d) and (10) of the OWRA.  

 

60. Eighth, the specter raised by MECP/CRH of the potential for conflicting Tribunal 

results and unfairness to the Instrument Holder (arising from separate PTTW and ECA 

appeals)53 is a problem caused by the regulator: (1) separating by over a decade the 

issuance of a PTTW and the now belated attempt at considering the issuance of an ECA 

for the first time for the same site operation activities at Teedon Pit; and (2) failing to 

require simultaneous applications by the Instrument Holder for a PTTW and an ECA for 

this particular aggregate operation so they could be heard together if both were appealed. 

However, in the circumstances of this case, any terms and conditions that might be 

imposed in an ECA, such as for an impermeable liner or a catch basin, can be imposed in 

the PTTW given the broad jurisdictional scope of the OWRA.  

 

61. Accordingly, FOTTSA submits that its Issue # 7(a) should be retained on the 

Issues List in the circumstances. 

2.   Catch Basin 

 

62. The MECP position on Issue # 7(b) (catch basin) is the same as its position on 

Issue # 6(a).54 Accordingly, FOTTSA relies on its submissions on Issue # 6(a) as a 

complete response to the MECP position on Issue # 7(b). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

63. This Appellant submits that the law and the history of this case do not support 

allowing the MECP and CRH to use the Issues List as a second opportunity to obtain 

from the OLT what they could not obtain from the Leave Panel. FOTTSA was granted 

leave to appeal the PTTW in its entirety and should be allowed to do just that.   

V. ORDER REQUESTED 

 

64. FOTTSA requests an Order from the Tribunal adopting as the issues for the 

within appeal, the Issues List found in Attachment “A” of these submissions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
53 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at paras 33-36; CRH Submissions, supra note 3 at para 6(a). 
54 MECP Submissions, supra note 1 at para 16. 
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ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

 

Dated: September 3, 2021 

      ________________________  

      Joseph F. Castrilli 

      Counsel for the Appellant, 

      Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline 

      Associations 

 

 

 

      ________________________ 

Ramani Nadarajah 

Counsel for the Appellant, 

Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline 

Associations 
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VI. ATTACHMENT “A” 

 

FOTTSA REVISED ISSUES LIST – CASE NO. 21-030 – 3 SEPTEMBER 2021  

 

1. Whether the Instrument Holder’s descriptions of the local geology and 

hydrogeology at, and in the vicinity of, the Teedon Pit site are accurate, given the 

complexity of the local geology and hydrogeology? 

 

2. Whether aggregate washing at the Teedon Pit site has the potential to adversely 

impact the water quality / water quantity of domestic wells of local residents? 

 

3. Whether the deeper down-gradient groundwater resources at, and in the vicinity 

of the Teedon Pit site, are:  

(a)  properly characterized as “pristine”; and  

(b)  subject to potential adverse impacts from aggregate washing at the 

Teedon Pit    site? 

 

4. Whether the Complaint Response Plan and PTTW Conditions 4.5 and 5.1 are 

adequate? 

 

5.   Whether the PTTW conditions are adequate to ensure compliance with statutory 

and regulatory obligations to protect water quality and water quantity during site 

operations? 

 

6. Whether the PTTW conditions:  

(a) are based on adequate hydrogeological site investigations and 

monitoring, including baseline testing, information respecting the 

existence and effects of the sump pond catch basin, water balance 

information for the sump pond, and existing water quality monitoring 

data; 

(b) contain adequate requirements for  

(i)  conducting groundwater quality monitoring; and  

(ii) reporting on the results thereof;  

(c) contain adequate requirements for the installation of new water quality 

monitoring wells, and improvements to site water quality and water 

level monitoring, and reporting with respect thereto?  

 

7. Whether the PTTW should contain conditions to eliminate the potential for off-

site water quality impacts by requiring: 

(a)  installation of impermeable liners for the site’s sedimentation ponds 

and sump pond; and  

(b)  maintenance of sump pond water levels well below the elevation of 

the catch basin? 
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8. Whether the PTTW conditions should scale back the: 

  (a)  annual amount of the water taking; and  

  (b)  duration of the PTTW? 
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